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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the methods for developing accident categories and accident
frequencies for internally initiated accidents at hazardous waste storage facilities
(HWSFs) at U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sites. This categorization is a necessary
first step in evaluating the risk of accidents to workers and the general population at each
of the sites. This risk evaluation is part of the process of comparing alternative
management strategies in DOE's Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(EM) Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEISX Such strategies involve
regionalization, decentralization, and centralization of waste treatment, storage, and
disposal activities.

Potential accidents at the HWSFs at the DOE sites are divided into categories of spill
alone, spill plus fire, and other event combinations including spill plus fire plus explosion,
fire only, spill and explosion, and fire and explosion. One or more accidents are chosen to
represent the types of accidents that are likely to occur within each category. The
hazardous waste inventories for FY 1992 for 12 DOE sites were studied to determine the
most representative set of possible accidents at ail DOE sites. Each accident scenario
(representative of a given accident category) is given a probability of occurrence that is
adjusted, depending on the throughput and waste composition that passes through the
HWSF at the particular site. The justification for the probabilities chosen is presented.

The set of accidents, release rates, and probabilities will be used to determine human
health impacts at 11 representative DOE sites once dispersion modeling and the
application of human health criteria have been applied to the estimates of *»<xident
release rates. Human health risk will be computed for the on-site worker ana for the
general population in terms of number of persons per year (worker and general
population) subject to (a) life-threatening health effects, (b) carcinogenic effects, and
(c) sublethal effects.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management, under contract W-31-109-Eng-38.



INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a preliminary assessment of hazardous waste storage facility (HWSF)
accidents leading to chemical releases at U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sites. This
assessment is being developed in support of the Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) for management of hazardous waste by the Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management (EM) Office of DOE. One objective of the EM PEIS is to allow a
comparative evaluation of the risk impacts of waste process and waste consolidation
alternatives for chemical waste inventories throughout the DOE complex. This paper
focuses on the evaluation of accident sequences and the concomitant development of
soiace terms for chemical releases having potentially significant impacts on the
occupational work forces, site, and surrounding populations. The risk assessment work in
this paper is based on FY 1992 HWSF inventories at the various sites. Future work for
the EM PEIS will involve accident analyses for centralized, regional, or decentralized
storage alternatives (2, 5, or 11 sites, respectively). These future alternatives will
consider the appropriate inventories after realignment.

The potential for accidents exists at all points where hazardous waste is stored, handled,
or transported. Hazardous materials first become classified as hazardous waste when
they begin accumulating in drums or lab packs at the source (i.e., laboratory or shop).
While awaiting shipment to a centralized HWSF, these satellite accumulation areas are
subject to a host of accident risks. Transportation to the HWSF presents more
opportunities for an incident, a topic that is investigated in the on-site transportation risk
analysis portion of the EM PEIS. Finally, the operations at the HWSF (unloading,
storage, and reloading) have a measurable potential for a mishap resulting in the release
of toxic chemicals to the environment. The large inventories of chemical waste at a
HWSF make for many possible accident scenarios with potentially serious consequences.
The operations of a HWSF merit a special analysis and are the focus of this paper.

For a generic HWSF, a list of internally initiated accident categories was postulated to
encompass a range of potential accidents. The categories were developed to be applicable
to any one of the 11 largest DOE sites; the chemical wastes specifically chosen for each
category are commonly found in nearly every HWSF. Examples of internal accident
initiators in this analysis include a worker mishandling a hazardous waste drum while
operating a forklift and the inadvertent mixing of incompatible wastes in the same
container.

Most initiators will merely breach the hazardous waste container and result in either an
airborne release, an evaporating liquid puddle, or a standing mass. The consequences at
this stage are dependent on the constituents of the waste. Some accident categories have
their toxic source terms developed at this point, while other categories require subsequent
events. The secondary event most used to further the progression of an already initiated
accident is a spark. The source of this spark may be from any number of electrical or
mechanical appliances, including the forklift.

Included in this accident analysis (but not discussed in detail in this paper) are externally
initiated events such as an airplane crash, earthquake, flood, or volcano. The
probabilities for external initiators, while small compared to those for internal initiators,
still need to be considered for the sake of thoroughness.



The inventory of hazardous waste at any given site typically involves over 200 different
chemicals. These chemicals present all levels of potential hazard, depending on
characteristics such as volatility, flammability, dispersibility, and toxicity. The chemicals
in each site inventory were divided into six categories with endpoints yielding
(a) potentially life-threatening health effects or (b) potential carcinogenic or sublethal
effects (i.e., mutagenicity, teratogenicity, and tumorogenicity). Each category was further
divided into four to seven subcategories, thus allowing for a range of postulated scenarios.
The hazardous waste constituents of concern were chosen from the Department of
Transportation list of poison inhalation hazards (PIHs) and from the toxicological analyses
of Hartmann et. al. (1). The source terms from these accidents will subsequently be
modeled for their impacts on both workers and the public iu other sections of the
EM PEIS.

Using the representative accident categories and individual event probabilities from this
paper, each site's hazardous waste inventory will be analyzed. For each accident
subcategory, the number of applicable drums will be counted. Often a chemical from the
inventory will be represented by a particular subcategory, even though the generic
chemical listed is different. Detailed chemical knowledge and engineering judgment will
be used when placing similar chemicals into the same category. Other times, certain
chemicals in a site's inventory will not be applicable to any of the subcategories, thus
posing no additional risk. For each DOE site, the HWSF accident risk is dependent on
the number of drums and average masses of the chemicals placed in each category.

Once each accident category was defined, the mass of the released chemical, the elapsed
time for release, and the release rates were determined by first approximation with the
use of simple mass balance equations and consideration of vapor pressure and heat of
vaporization at room temperature. In future work, more sophisticated computer models
available at Argonne National Laboratory for source term modeling, including Areal
Locations of Hazardous Atmosphere (ALOHA) (2) and EPICODE (3), will provide more
exact predictions of release rates for spills and fires.

HAZARDOUS WASTE STORAGE FACILITIES

The HWSFs at each DOE site have differing designs, yet have many items in common.
Most have containment berm areas, fire protection systems, and ventilation systems
(either natural or artificial). Individual storage cells within a HWSF usually employ
appropriate waste segregation, fire protection, and containment features specific to the
materials stored in order to provide adequate protection. Typically, waste is stored in
multiple independent containers, primarily 55-gallon drums. Waste streams are diverse
and represent the many activities at the site. Often, the large volume waste streams are
highly dilute. Likewise, only small quantities of concentrated chemicals are handled. In
most cases, the dilute nature of the large waste streams reduces the potential for serious
consequences in the event of an accident. However, because information on chemical
concentrations is usually not given in hazardous waste inventory data, industrial grade
concentrations were used as conservative estimates when modeling the source term from
a release.

Hazardous wastes in a storage facility are often characterized and segregated as follows:
toxic, corrosive, reactive, and ignitable materials. Such wastes may include
polychlorinated biphenyls, chlorinated solvents, acids, bases, photographic chemicals.



ignitable solids and liquids, compressed gases, metallic salts, lab-packed wastes, asbestos,
and other regulated wastes. Generally, explosives are prohibited from being placed in the
chemical waste storage facility. Waste in solid form may contain combustible material
that might become airborne if a fire were to occur in the storage area. Volatile and
nonvolatile liquids may become airborne in the event of a container rupture from
improper handling, explosion, or fire. The contents of pressurized gas containers may be
highly dispersible in the event of a cylinder breach or valve leak. Most pressurized gas
containers are not readily breachable under normal conditions because of their sound
design; however, excessive heat from a nearby fire or any other adverse condition can
overcome the engineered design features. Some wastes are stored in lab packs, which
contain small quantities of like wastes within a larger container. The design of the
lab-pack is usually compatible with the materials stored.

Because of the great diversity of storage facility designs among the DOE sites, a generic
facility with storage arrays and segregation, modeled after the HWSF at the Hartford site
and shown in Figure 1, was used as a surrogate facility in this accideut analysis. The
specific design characteristics of the storage facilities at other sites were generally
excluded; only their inventories were used for the accident analysis. The only storage
facility design feature considered is the ventilation system. Closed-air storage facilities
that employ a building exhaust filter will have less long distance dispersion of gases in
the event of an accident than open-air storage facilities. Likewise, the probability of a
spark igniting a flammable spill is greater in an indoor facility. A correction factor will
account for each facility's ventilation system when performing a programmatic accident
analysis of the various storage facilities.

PLACE FIG. 1 HERE

DEVELOPMENT OF ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

Tables I-VI represent the accident categories used in this analysis. Accident stresses for
HWSFs are divided into six general categories. These six categories consist of sublethal
and lethal endpoints for the following:

1. Spills resulting in partial vaporization of the contents of the waste
container ("spill only");

2. Spills followed by ignition of the waste ("spill plus fire"); and

3. "Other event combinations"

- spills followed by ignition of the waste and an induced explosion in
a waste container ("spill plus fire plus explosion"),

- facility fires resulting in a waste container breach ("fire only"),
- mechanical failure of a compressed gas container resulting in an

explosion ("spill and explosion"),
- explosion from exposure of reactive material to air followed by fire

("fire and explosion").

Each of these accident categories will have four to seven subcategories defined to
represent it on the basis of the range of inventories from the different DOE HWSFs. The



probability of occurrence for each accident subcategory depends on the throughput of the
waste type of concern. Subsequent progression of some accident scenarios will require
additional waste types to be in close proximity to the initial drum. For instance, accident
subcategory 2d in Table II is dependent upon the probability that flammable liquids,
accelerants, and mercury cells are being stored in the HWSF at the same time. A brief
review of how probability estimates are computed follows.

PLACE TABLES I-VI HERE

Spill Only (Categories 1 and 4)

A review of the literature revealed that forklift accidents are the most common in this
category. The different literature sources use values on the order of 10"4 drum breaches
per handling operation (4-7). Because HWSFs are permitted for 90-day maximum storage
by the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA), all the containers that arrive at a
facility must be shipped out within 90 days. Therefore, two handling operations per drum
of waste stored at the facility, one loading and one unloading, were assumed. The annual
frequency of a container breach for chemical x due to a handling accident can be given by

/ « = 2 x 10"4 nx , <Eq-1)

where nx is the number of waste containers of chemical x received annually at the facility.
Table I shows the "spill only" category for lethal endpoints and Table III shows the same
for sublethal endpoint.

Spill Plus Fire (Categories 2 and 5)

The scenario for this accident category postulates a fire occurring after a handling
accident that has resulted in a drum breach and a spill. Subcategories 2a and 5a involve
the ignition and atmospheric release of the chemical that has been spilled, while
subcategories 2b-2d and 5b-5d involve ignition of the spilled chemical and propagation of
fire to a nearby drum releasing its contents. The frequency of occurrence for
subcategories 2a and 5a is proportional to the number of drums of the chemical of interest
handled per year at the facility. The spill, ignition, and release of chemical x has the
following probability:

fsfic = 2 x lO"4 nx Pf , <Eq- 2)

where nx is the number of waste containers of chemical x received annually at the facility,
and Pf is the conditional probability of ignition (0.1 for outdoor storage pads and 0.2 for
enclosed facilities). These conditional probabilities are based on similar estimates in
Ref. 5.

For accident subcategories 2b-2d and 5b-5d, the frequency of occurrence is dependent on
the concurrent presence of the flammable initiator and the toxic container. The spillage
and ignition of a flammable chemical, followed by fire propagation and release of chemical
y, occurs with the following probability:



- 2 x 10'4 nfPfPy + 2 x 10'4 ny P f , <Eq. 3>

where n,- is the number of flammable chemical drums, n is the number of drums of
chemical y received per year, Pf is the conditional probability for ignition (0.1 for storage
pads and 0.2 for enclosed facilities), and Py is the fraction of chemical y drums to the total
number of drums. The second term in the expression is added only if chemical y is also
flammable.

Other Event Combinations (Categories 3 and 6)

Spill Plus Fire Plus Explosion

Accident subcategories 3a and 6a involve a spill and subsequent fire, which then induces
an explosion. Ref. 5 lists a value of 0.02 for the probability of a fire-induced explosion
sufficient to rupture the end walls of a facility. Accidents identified in the context of the
EM PEIS for the storage facility involve the explosion of a compressed gas container when
exposed to fire. It was assumed that the probability of explosion of a compressed gas
container when exposed to heat is i , and that the probability that a fire will engulf a
drum containing compressed gases is proportional to the fraction of these containers to
the total number of drums. Therefore, the proposed frequency estimate can be given by

2x 10-4 nfPfPy Pe , (Eq. 4)

where nAs the number of drums of flammable waste received per year at the facility, P^-is
the conditional probability of ignition (0.1 for storage pads and 0.2 for enclosed facilities),
P is the approximate fraction of drums containing compressed gas y at the facility at any
given time, and Pe is the conditional probability that the compressed gas canister will
explode when exposed to a fire (assumed to be 1).

Fire Only

The scenario for this accident category involves the inadvertent mixing of incompatible
wastes. Subsequent chemical reactions among the incompatible waste types generate
enough heat to ignite the packaging material. The fire may then spread to other drums
and result in a release of toxic chemicals. The probability of occurrence for this type of
accident is dependent on the frequency of human error when filling drums with waste.
Hazardous waste storage risk assessment documents from Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (4) and from Los Alamos National Laboratory (7) both list human error
probabilities between 10*3 and 3 x 10"3 for loading or sorting a chemical in the wrong
place. The more conservative probability of 3 x 10"3 will be used in this analysis.

The probability that a reaction among incompatible wastes will generate enough heat to
ignite the nearby combustible material (i.e., paper or cardboard) is unknown but expected
to be relatively minuscule. The combustible material closest to the drums is usually a
cardboard pallet, which requires temperatures of over 450° F to ignite. Furthermore, the
frequency with which drums of toxic waste are stored in proximity to the potential fire
needs to be considered. The probability for this type of accident can be given by



fc = 3 x 10-3 nx , CEq. 5)

where nx is the number of drums containing potentially reactive chemical x (or its
equivalent) that are received annually at the facility. The toxic gasy is released during
the accident.

Spill and Explosion

Accident subcategories 3d and 6d involve a spill (mechanical breach) and an explosion
without a fire. These subcategories only apply to containers of compressed gases. The
value of 1 container breach per 10,000 handling operations is applicable to waste drums
or single-shell containers. Cans of compressed gases are expected to be stored inside
drums (5), thus providing double-walled storage of the compressed gas. It is reasonable to
assume that under these circumstances, the probability of container breach in a handling
accident will be smaller than for the single-wall waste containers. Assuming an order of
magnitude improvement, the probability of container breach per unit of handling
operation will be 10'5. This value is likely to be conservative since only a 1 in 10 factor is
credited to the second containment, while conditional breach probabilities quoted in the
HWSF assessment after a drop (7) are 1 in 100 or better.

The frequency of a handling accident resulting in an explosion of compressed gas
canister x can be conservatively estimated as

/ ^ = 2 x 10-5 nx j (Eq.6)

where nx is the number of waste drums with compressed gas x containers received
annually at the facility.

Fire and Explosion

This accident corresponds to a waste fire and explosion induced by an error in the loading
of the waste drums. Some chemicals have the potential for reacting violently if placed in
the same container and must be segregated. The toxic gas y is released during the
accident. The gases produced by the reaction may produce enough pressure inside the
drum to cause an explosion. This accident category is dependent on the frequency of
human error involving the loading and sorting of chemicals. The value of 3 x 10 errors
per drum is applicable to this scenario.

= 3x10-3 nx , <Eq-7)

where nx is the number of drums containing potentially reactive chemical x (or its
equivalent) that are received annually at the facility.

APPLICATION OF ACCIDENT TABLES

The baseline risk will be computed for each of the 11 sites and in the units of (a) number
of persons per year (workers and public) that are subject to potentially life-threatening



health effects, (b) number of persons per year (workers, public) that are subject to
increased risk of cancer over their lifetime, and (c) number of persons per year who will be
subject to sublethal effects. Once the baseline risk is defined, the accident categories
shown in Tables I-VI will be applied to the storage facilities of the 11 largest DOE sites.
The only adjustments to be made in these tables are to the column titled "Annual Number
of Drums," on the basis of the actual inventory for each particular site. The column titled
"Probability of Single Event" will also have to be adjusted for those terms that are
dependent on the presence of other drums to complete the event.

These accident categories will also be applied to the proposed inventories of certain
HWSFs after each EM PEIS realignment alternative. The decentralized alternative
involves waste management procedures similar to those currently employed. The regional
alternative involves storage of waste from the 11 largest DOE sites at 5 selected sites
throughout the country. Finally, the centralized alternative involves the storage of
hazardous waste at two selected sites. Facilities west of the Mississippi will ship their
waste to Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Facilities east of the Mississippi will
ship their waste to the Savannah River site. Once the inventories of the realigned
HWSFs are compiled, Tables I-VI will be used to analyze risk. Again, only the "Annual
Number of Drums" and "Probability of Single Event" columns in the tables would be
changed.

Accidents initiated by events external to the facility, such as earthquakes, floods, and
aircraft crashes, will need to be addressed in subsequent EM PEIS work, despite their
very low probabilities. These external initiators will be evaluated for their capability to
trigger one or more of the accident scenarios described in this paper. The likelihood of an
external event inducing a particular accident will depend upon geographic locations and
the design of the storage facility. For instance, enclosed storage facilities have a greater
chance for fire from such things as a severed gas line or electrical failure. likewise, an
outdoor facility is more susceptible to high winds, lightning, and seismic activity. All of
these characteristics will be considered when the external initiator analysis is performed.
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FIG. 1 Typical Design for Hazardous Waste Storage Facility
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TABLE I "Spill Alone" Accident Scenario at the HWSF — Potentially Lethal Health Effects Endpoints

Category 1

Spill

Subcatcgory la

Subcatcgory lb

Subcategory lc

Subcatcgory Id

Scenario

Forklift accident —
alkaline waite spill
(i.e., NH4OH), releasing
highly toxic by-prod-
ucti.

Forklift accident — acid
watt* spill (i.e., HCI),
releasing mildly toxic
vapor.

Forklift accident — acid
wast* spill (i.e., HF),
releasing highly toxic
vapor.

Forklift accident —
turning acid waste spill
(i.e., HNO3andH2SO4),
releasing mildly toxic
by-products,

Toxic Gas
Released

NH3

HCI

HF

NO,

or

SO,

Mass of Waste
(lb)

210 lb of 28%
NH4OH
(59 1b)

4601b of 37%
HCI (1661b)

301b of 60%
HFUSlb)

301b of 70%
HNO3(21lb)

65 lb of 70%
HsSO4(38lb)

Release Rate Functional
Form (lb/min)

0-10 min
10-160 min

0*10 min
10-600 min

0-10 min
10-600 min

0-10 min
10-100 min

0-10 min
10-100 min

3 Ib/min
3e-k(uio> b

2 lb/min

2 Ib/min
2,4(1400)

1 Ib/min
l4-k(Ul00)

1 lb/min
lt-k(t-IOO)

Annual
Number of

Drums*

32 drums
(30-lb avg.)

5 drums
(130-lb avg.)

1 drum
(30-lb avg.)

2 drums
(30-lb avg.)

29 drums
(65-lb avg.)

Probability
of Single

Event

2X10"4

events per
drum

2x10-*
events per
drum

2x10"*
events per
drum

2x10**
•vents per
drum

Toxicity
Value

560 ppm
for 16-min
exposure

? ppro for
16-min
•xpoiure

24 ppm
for 15-min
exposure

350 ppm
for 16-min

330 ppm
for Ifi-min

• Data based on Nevada Test Sit* Hazardous Wast* Accumulation Sit* inventory.

b Rcadas3xexp[>k(t>10)l.



TABLE II "Spill Plus Fire" Accident Scenario at the HWSP — Potentially Lethal Health Effects Endpoints

Category 2

Spill and Fir*
Toxic Gai

Scenario
Man of Wait*

Ob)
RtlMM Rate Functional

Porn (lb/min)
Annual Numlwr of

Drums*
Probability of
Stud* Ev#ntb

Toiddty
ValtM

Subcattgory 2a

Subcatagory 2b

SubcaUgory 2c

SubcaUfory 2d

ForMlft acddmt with an
aromatic hydrocarbon (i.e.,
btniwa, toltMDt, and *yl*n«)
rwulta in burning pool; burnt
polyaromatic HC soot and
uoburnt HC b*coma airbornt.

ForUUtacddantwith
flammabt* liquid (*,g.,
tolutna/acatoM), which
igniUa (with help of CaCl,Os)
and lira apraad* to HF drum,

Fofklift aeddmt ipUU and
ifnitM flammabl* liquid,
•nguUtag marby SO,, KCN,
and NaCN drum>, nUastag
CN' and NO, (urn**.

Forklift aeddmt apilla and
igniUi flammabU Uquid,
acctWratad by NajSjOg and
NH4NO,, ralMiinr »g vapor
fromdiiKrdvdHf ctlli.

PAH wot,
unbumt HC,
•ndCOga*

HF

ON"
NO,

Hf vapor

2601b of brazMia
(12* raw, 40%
toot, and 48%
COX)

10Ibof50%HF
(51b)

40 lb of organic
wlvmu, 201b of
H,sa,40ibor
KCN and NaCN

2,0001b of
naphtha, 6S0 lb
ofoxidJilnf
ag«nt,501bof
HgcUi

0-1 min

0-30i

0-180 min

i;ib/min
(puff)

40)b/mln
(puff)

2,Blb/min

206 drums of
flammabl* liquid*
that contain
aromatic
hydrocarbon*

317 drum* of
flammabl* liquid*
ldrumofHF
(30-lb avg.)

317 drum* of
flammabl* liquid*,
3 drum* of KCN
(33-lb avj.)

317 drum* of
flammabl* liquid*,
6 drum* of Hg
(BOO-lb avg.)

2 x 10'5 «v«nt* p«r
drum

2 x 10"* *vtnti f*T
drum x 0.001
probability or HF
prt(*nt

2 x 10'5 *vtnu p*r
drum K 0.002
prababiUtyofKCN
pr***nt

2 K 10 * avtnti ptr
drum x 0.005
probability of HK
pmant

?ppm
for IS-min
expoiur*

24 pom
for lfi-min
wpoaur*

?ppm
forlfrfflin
npoiur*

?ppm
for lS-min
txpotur*

DaU baitd on N*vada T#*t Site Hawrdou* WatU AecumulaUon Sit* invantory,

It i* auumtd that 1 in 10 apill* will b» igniud by a naarby >park (a conaarvativ* valu*) for an outdoor atoragt facility. Wh*n an a«id*nt «ctnario r*quir*i a numbtr of
initialing atopa, involving mon than on* typ* of wuU, th* probability that all of th* n*c*i*ary contlitwnu ar* prtMOt at the «ama Um* must b* indudtd,



TABLE HI Accident Scenario Involving "Other Event Combinations" at the HWSF — Potentially Lethal Health Effects Endpoints

Category 3

Toxic G u
Other Se«n«rio Mass of Waste <lb)

Release RaU
Functional Form

Oh/min)
Annual Number

of Drum*"
Probability of
Sin«la Evant

Toiddty
Value

SubcaUgory 3a Korklift accident spills and ignite*
<»pill + fire + flammable liquids; heat from fire
explosion) cauus axploiion in compressed

g u container, vtnting NHjOH.

Subcitegory 3b Accidental confinement of
(fir* only) oxidizing and radudng agents;

raaction generates h*at, igniting
packaging, breaching Marby
drum.

Subcategory 3c Acctdantal confiMmant of water
(ftra only) with alkali-meUl basas or alkali-

aarlh oxides (!.«., Na,O, K,O,
CaO); rKctfoD generates heat,
igoiUng packaging, branching
Marby drum.

SubcaUgory 3d Accidental ruptura of compressed
(ipill and gas (NOS; flammibla) containar
wplotion) dua to valva failura, releasing

toxic gas.

Subcategory 3* Accidental explosion (without
(ftra and previous spill) of diethyl ether
explosion) peroxides formtd by axpotura to

air; raiMdning dialhyl athar
ignites.

NH3

NHjorAjjy
OtlMrNaarby
GatConlaiMr

NHjorAny
OtlMrNaarby
Gas Container

Miaoallanaous
Toxic Galas

NH.orAay
OthwNaarby
OafCoBtaiiwr

Flammabla liquids
30.6 lb; comprassad
gasl60Ib;NH4OH
2701b

TBDb

TBDh

Compntasd gas
lOOlbMrum

Dialhyl «thar
31b

0-5 min

0-1 min

0-5 min

llb/min
(puTf)

Puff

Puff

lOlb/min

0.041b/min
(puff)

3)7 drums of
flammable
liquids, 32 drums
ofNH3OH

TBDb

TBDb

36 drums of
compmsad gas
(150-ibavg.)

2 drums of
diethyl ether
(Mbavg.)

2 x 10'5 events
perdrumxO.01
probtbilityof
NH3OH present

3 x lO1"1

evenlVdrum
xTBD
probability of
both present

3XW3*
•ventt/drum
xTBD
probability of
both present

2x \0*4

events per
drum

3 x 101 •
events par
drum

,'tfOppm
for l.Vmin
Mposurc

560 ppm
for l.Vmin
exposure

560 ppm
for 16-min
exposure

560 ppm
for 16-min
exposure

560 ppm
for 15-min
exposure

• Data based on Nevada Test Site Hazardous Waste Accumulation Site inventory.

b TBD • to be determined by site inventory.

' The frequency of improper mixing of stored hazardous waste drums is approximately 3 x 10*3 (according to Los Alamos Safely Analysis Report),

d The value for the probability of a compressed gas container bnach U 1 per 10,000 handling operations; tha value for breaching secondary cmiieitiment ii 1 in 10.

* The frequency of improperly loading a drum containing diethyl ether (allowing air to enter the container) is 1 x 10"3 (according to Los Alamos Safety Analysis Heport).



TABLE IV Potentially Carcinogenic / Sublethal (i.e., mutagenic, tetragenic, neoplastic) "Spill Alone" Accident Scenario at the
Hazardous Waste Storage Facility

Category 4

Spill

Subcategory 4a

Subcategory 4b

Subcategory 4c

Subcategory 4d

Subcatcgory 4e

Subcategory 4f

Subcategory 4g

Scenario

Forklift accident — alkaline
wwte spill (i.e., NH4OH),
rtlMsiog highly toxic by-
products.

Forklift accident — acid waite
ipiU (i.e., HCI), nleaiing
mildly toxic vapor.

Forklift accident — acid watte
•pill (i.e., HP), releasing
highly toxic vapor.

Forklift accident — ruining
acid wa»UipUl (i.e., HNOj
and HgSO4), releasing mildly
toxic by-products.

Forklift accident — acid wait*
with ipiU (i.e., C,H4O2),
releasing mildly toxic vapor.

Fbrklift accident — volatile
liquid ipill (i.e., CS,),
releasing mildly toxic vapor.

Forklift accident — liquid ipill
(i.e., 111-C,HJC), ) , releasing
mildly toxic vapor.

Toxic
G u

Released

NH3

HCI

HP

NOX

or

so.
C,H4O4

Mass or Waste
Ob)

2101b of 28%
NH4OH(69lb)

4601b of 3 7 *
HCI (1661b)

301b of 5 0 *
HF (16 lb)

301b of 7 0 *
HNOj(211b)

66 Ib of 70%
HjSO4(381b)

301b of 100%
C2H4O,

18 Ib of 100%

1001b of
100%
I H . C J H J C I J

Release Rate Functional
Form (lb/min)

0-10 min
10-160 min

0-10 min
10-600 min

0-10 min
10-600 min

0-10 min
10-100 min

0-10 min ?
10-100 min

0-10 min
10.900 min

0-3 min
3-60 min

0-10 min

3 lb/min
3e.Wt-10)b

2 lb/min
2,-kd-soo)

2 lb/min
2e-Wt-*oo>

llb/min
lc.W-ioo)

llb/mta
le-Wt-io<»

0.3 lb/min
ge-k«.M0)

0,6 lb/min
.5..WI.W0)

40 lb/min

Annual
Number of

Drums*

32 drums
(30-lb avg.)

6 drums
(130-lb avg.)

ldrum
(30-lb avg.)

2 drums
(30-lb avg.)

29 drums
(66-lb avg,)

3 drums
(30-Ib avg.)

? drums
{1 lb avg.)

247 drums
(115.1b avg,)

Probability
of Single

Event

2 x WT*
events
per drum

2 x 104

events
per drum

2 x 104

events
per drum

2 K 10"4

•vents
per drum

2 x 10'4

•vents
per drum

2 x W4

•vents
per drum

2 x 10 4

events
per drum

Toxicity
Value

24.5 ppm fur
15-min
exposure

0,8 ppm for
15-min
•xposure

1 ppm for
lfi-min
exposure

0,41 ppm for
15-min

2,4 ppm for
lS.min

? ppm for
lB-min
exposure

0.56 ppm
for lS.min
exposure

31.2 ppm
fur 15-min
exposure

• Data based on Nevada Test Sit* Hazardous Wast* Accumulation Sit* inventory,

b Rnda*3x«xp(-k(t-10)},



TABLE V Potentially Carcinogenic / Sublethal (i.e., mutagenic, tetragenic, neoplastic) "Spill Plus Fire" Accident Scenario at the
HWSF

C»U|ory 5

Spill «nd Fire

Subcittiory 5a

Subcategory Sb

Subcattf ory Se

SubcaUgory 5d

Subeattgory S«

SubcaUgory Sf

Scenario

Forkllft accidtnt with flammable
liquid (t,f,, tolutna/acttont), which
iiniUt (with holp of CaCljO,) and
firt tprtada to HF drum.

Fsrklift aecidtnt with an aromatic
hydrocarbon (it . , bmunt, tolutnt,
and xyltne) rtaulu in burning
pool; polyaromatie aMt and
unburnt HC becomt airbom*.

Forklilt accidont epilla and ignittt
flammable liquid, tnfulflnf nearby
SO2,KCN, and NaCN drama,
nltit ing CN' and NO, rum**.

ForUift accidtnt apilU and ignitte
flammaUt liquid, acctltrtled by
N«JSJO, and NH4NO,, rtltaaini
H | vapor from diKardod Hg celle.

ForUift accidtnt apilU and ifnitaa
flammaMa liquid, broaching
ntarby druma with cadmium-
containing compound! (i,t., Cd
talutrNrCadbatUritt).

ForWifl accident apllle and ignitta
fltmmtblt liquid, broaching
ntarby druma with dlchromaU
Mil* (i.t., NajCrjO, or KjCrp,).

Toxic Gat
Baltaatd

HF

PAH Soot and
Unburnt HC

ON"
NO,

Hg Vapor

CdFumot

Du»t from Burnt
and Unburnt
DkhromaU
Salta

MawofWuU
Ob)

10lbof50»HF
(Sib)

2601b of btnttnt
(18% raw, 40%
aoot,and4B«
CO,)

401b of organic
aohronU,»lbof
H^O^Wlbof
KCN and NaCN

3,0001b naphtha,
6301b of
oxidiiinf agtnt,
SOlbofHgetllt

3001b of CdO
(17.51b of Cd
fuawa)

SOlbof
dichromttt duit

Rtlette Rate Functional
Form (lb/min)

0-1 min

0-30 •

0-180 min

0-30 min
(for Arta of
850'C)

1-8 min

S Ib/min
(pufl)

40 Ib/min
(puff)

2,8 Ib/min

10 lb/min

Annual Number of
Druiui*

317 druma of
fltmmablt liquids,
ldrumorHF
(30-lbavg.)

296 druma of
ilammablt liquid*
contain aromatic
hydrocarbona

317 drum* of
flammabla liquid*,
3 druma of KCN
(330b avg.)

317 drum* of
flammtblt liquid*,
6 drum* of Hf
(SOO-lbavg.)

317 drama of
flammablt liquid*,
25 drum* of Cd
(340-lbavg.)

317 druma of
flammahlt liquid*,
16 drum* or
dichromat! **lt
(30-lb avg.)

Probability of
Single Evenib

2 x 10* avdita
ptr drum x 0,001
pnb. of HF
prtaent

2 x 10'5 tvtntt
ptr drum

2 x 10 s ovtntt
ptr drum x 0.002
probability or
KCNprattnt

2 x 10'* «vtntt
ptr drum « 0,006
probability of Hg
praatnt

2 x 10* tvtnta
ptr drum x 0,019
probability or Cd
prtatnt

2 K 10'* evtnta
ptr drum H 0,012
probability or
dichrottmt* Hit
preatnt

Tonicity
Value

1 ppm
for 15-inin
tipotun

18,0 ppm
for ISmin
•Kpoturt

Tpimi
for lS-inin
•xjMtur*

,0082 ppm
for K-nim
wpoture

.075 ppm
for 15-min
txpoturt

77|ij)m
fsr 18-min
tXlKHUrt

DtU battd on Ntvtdt Tttt SiU Haurdoua Waate Actumulation Siu invantory.

It it attumtd that 1 in 10 tpilla will bt Ignited by a ntarby apark (a ttnaervaUva vtlut) (or an outdoor ttoragt facility. Wlitn an accidtnt annario requtrtt a numbtr of initiating tU|tt,
involving mon than one type of wattt, the probability thtt all of the iwceteary comtltutnU art prtttnt at tlie n m Unit mutt be included.



TABLE VI Potentially Carcinogenic / Sublethal (i.e., mutagenic, tetragenic, neoplastic) Accident Scenario Involving "Other Event
Combinations" at the HWSF

Category 6

Other

Subcategory 6a
(npill + fire +
exploiion)

Subcategory 6b
(fire only)

Subcategory
6c (fire only)

Subcattgory 6d
(spill and
explosion)

Subcategory 8e
(flra and
explosion)

Scenario

Forklift accident spills and
ignites flammable liquids; heat
from fire causes explosion in
compressed gas container,
venting NH30H.

Accidental confinement of
oxidixing and reducing agents;
reaction generates heat igniting
packaging, breaching nearby
drum.

Accidental confinement of water
with alkali-metal bases or
alkali-earth oxides (i.e., Na2O,
K,O, CaO).

Accidental rupture of
compressed gas (NOS;
flammable) container due to
valve failure, releasing toxic gas.

Accidental explosion (without
previous spill) of diethyl ether
pemxide* formed by exposure to
air; remaining diethyl ether
ignites.

Toxic Gas
Released

NH3

NHj or Any
Other Nearby
Gas Container

NH, or Any
Other Nearby
Gas Container

Miscellaneous
Toxic Gases

NH,orAny
Other Nearby
G u Container

Mass of Waste (lb)

Flammable liquid
30.6 lb; compressed
gas 160 lb; NH30H/
trieth. 2701b

?

7

Compressed gas
100 Ib/drum

Diethyl ether
21b

Release Rate
Functional Form

(Ib/min)

0-5 min 1 Ib/min
(puff)

Puff

Puff

0-5 min 10
lb/min

0-5 min 1 lb/min
(puff)

Annual
Number if

Drums"

317 drums if
flammable
liquids, 32
drums of
NH3OH

??

??

36 drums of
compressed
gas (150-lb
avg.)

2 drums of
ethyl ether
(Mb avg.)

Probability of
Single Event

2 x 10'5 events
per drum
x 0.01 prob.
ofNHjOH
present

3 x l O - 3 b

x ? probability
of both present

3 x l O s b

x ? probability
of both present

2 x 10* c

events per
drum

3 x 10-3 *
events per
drum

Toxicity
•elue

24.5 ppm
for U-min
exposure

24,6 ppm
for 15-min
exposure

24.6 ppm
for 16-min
exposure

24.5 ppm
for 16-min
exposure

24.6 ppm
for 16-min
exposure

• Data bawd on Nevada Test Site Hazardous Waste Accumulation Site inventory.

b The frequency of improper mixing of stored hazardous waste drumt it approximately 3 x I0'3 (according to Los Alamos Safety Analyst Report).

e The vtlue for probability of compressed gas container breach is 1 per 10,000 handling operations; the value for breaching secondary containment is 1 in 10.

* The frequency of improperly loading a drum containing dielhyl ether (allowing air to enter the container) is 1 x 10 3 (according to Los Alamos Safety Analysis Report).


